


In defiance of community opposition UTAS has nominated Phil Leerson, Executive Director
of Transformation, to chair a new 80-person community panel to: “ ensure the UTAS move
to the Hobart CBD will be a good move for all concerned.”  Invited to participate I declined
and suggest this is increasingly expensive waste of UTAS funds better used elsewhere.

It is significant that the Lord Mayor of Hobart Councillor Anna Reynolds has now resolved
to withdraw her near total support for the UTAS relocation, to now calling for UTAS to
negotiate for retention of the Sandy Bay campus for STEM related disciplines. The Talking
Point published in The Mercury of 27th August is titled, “Compromise should be
considered in the university’s relocation debate” again invites UTAS to restart its
community consultation process. This was first proposed by Council in March 2022.

On other issues of significance to UTAS financial viability:

Financial Risks, Redevelopment of the Sandy Bay Campus Site

UTAS property developer Vice Chancellor Rufus Black is proposing that the relocation of
the UTAS campus to central Hobart, is to be funded at least in part, by property sales from
the redevelopment of the Sandy Bay site into a high-density residential development.
Substantial costs have been incurred in the development of glossy marketing brochures,
showing extensive building into the bush zone above Churchill Avenue, Precinct #3 in the
Master Plan.

This area is known to geologists as having a potential for landslip. Older Tasmanians may
recall the grief suffered in the early 1990’s in Rosetta by both residents and the developer,
after recently built homes suffered structural failure requiring demolition after a landslip
event. The developer of the Rosetta housing project was Connect Credit Union of
Tasmania (now Mystate Bank).

Should such a landslip event occur, UTAS as the vendor of the Precinct # 3 site may find
themselves involved in major restitution costs, like the situation that was required under
the terms of the Rosetta Landslip Act 1992.

The projected value to a developer of the Precinct # 3 site above Churchill Avenue may be
substantially less than the currently projected value, after a geological risk study
determines whether the proposed development is of doubtful financial viability.

Loss of academic reputation

On international rating of universities, the top 5 Australian universities rank in the top 50,
while UTAS ranks around 300. This overall ranking would be significantly lower, but for the
superior world rankings of UTAS specialist Schools of Oceanography, Marine Ocean
Engineering, Mining & Mineral Engineering.

Accreditation of UTAS courses has been challenged over declining tuition standards by
professional institutions, in particular the legal profession. A recent newspaper headline:
UTAS dumps lectures for ‘lectorials,’ is indicative of declining academic standards,
marketed as innovative course presentation.

Review of the UTAS 2022 Winter Graduations indicate there is a “making up the student
numbers” with lesser shorter duration course qualifications of : Diploma, Graduate
Certificate, some previously within TAFE course offerings..

In Summary

In my opinion the University of Tasmania appears to be on a downward spiral with the Vice
Chancellor, and senior management in serious conflict with academic staff concerned for
their future and a community challenging drastic change in the university operation, with
inadequate consideration of social licence or community support.

The Tasmanian Liberal State Government, which appoints members to UTAS Council, yet
appears to be disinterested in UTAS affairs, at least publicly, seeking instead the “glory” of
sporting teams and sporting stadiums.

My request of the Select Committee is that they call for the Chancellor Alison Watkins,
Vice Chancellor Rufus Black,  Chief Operating Officer David Clerk to be invited to appear in



person before the Select Committee and present submissions covering:

A summary of the relocation decision of the Sandy Bay timeline and the public
consultation carried out.
A summary of the projected costs and expected sources of funding.
A summary of the key parameters (KPI) on which UTAS management consider
whether a campus relocation may be judged a success.

Thank you for your consideration of my submission to the Legislative Council Select
Committee of Inquiry into University of Tasmania Act 1992.

Yours faithfully

John Brodribb

FIEAust(Ret)
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